Introduction
. . . jeg er Varulv om Natten;
. . . I'm a were-wolf at night; jeg skal bide dig over Laender og I'll bite you all over the loins and Ryggthe back (slaar med engang om og beder som [Suddenly changes his tone, and i Angst) entreats as if in dread:] Dance with Dans med mig, Solvejg! (Ibsen me, lass! (Ibsen [1867 ] 1907 , 45) [1867 ] 2007 The quotation is the last part of what we will name Peer Gynt's "werewolf fantasy." It overwhelms him after Solveig refused to dance with him at the wedding. In our opinion, this fantasy expresses central features of Peer's structure of desire especially as it appears in his meetings with Solveig in the first three acts. And we argue that this structure corresponds to Melanie Klein's ([1946] 1997) model of personality development. Her psychoanalytic, postFreudian theory, and especially the dynamics of the psychic state she calls the "paranoid-schizoid position," shows an impressive similarity with the dynamics Ibsen built into the character of Peer Gynt. The fact that Peer has "set at defiance his life's design" (Ibsen [1867] 1907, 241) has always been a crucial point of interpretation in Ibsen research. We will trace the motivational forces behind Peer's defiance and show how Ibsen has structured them in ways that correspond to Klein's theory. We argue that the "werewolf fantasy"
is an expression of a desire that Klein called greed. In Klein's model, greed has its origin in the infant's relationship to its mother. We will demonstrate how this desire starts a causal chain that runs through Peer's encounters with Solveig, the bride abduction, the Green Woman and finally strikes at mother Å se with full force.
In the paranoid-schizoid position we find oral aggression, envy and greed (I will bite you all over the loins and the back) followed by anxiety and an urge to repair this violence that has occurred in fantasy ( . . . as if in dread: Dance with me). Furthermore, the onset of such a fantasy may be caused by someone who embodies all that is needed, but denies access, as Solveig does in the first two acts. Peer reacts to this violent fantasy, with anxiety and renewed advances. It is an expression of a conflict, where the central theme is his fear of his own aggression followed by primitive attempts to repair the imagined damage caused by this aggression. We will show how this dynamic is repeated in his relationship to Solveig, and how her desire has a complementary structure. Among Ibsen's works, only Hedda Gabler has been read in the light of Klein (Hand 2000) . As for Peer Gynt, some have touched the themes we focus, but without pursuing them. For instance, Anthi mentions a "primitive oral aggressive coloring" in Peer's werewolf (1981, 167) . Gerland writes about Peer's "aggressive sexuality or the groping greed" with reference to the same fantasy (1996, 1) . None of them goes deeper into this theme or refers to Klein's concepts. There is no doubt that Ibsen in Peer Gynt is deeply inspired by Kierkegaard ([1843 Kierkegaard ([ ] 1992 . But the importance that has been attached to this fact tends to enclose their authorships in a common horizon, thus preventing the reader from discovering aspects that transcend this horizon. We will look at some examples of these interpretations, and then move to a Klein-inspired reading of the same scenes, a reading that will bring to the fore aspects of Peer Gynt that Ibsen research has not emphasized so far.
Actually, Kierkegaard has indicated a dynamics that Ibsen, in our view, develops in Peer Gynt. Kierkegaard wrote: " . . . if one postpones the choice the personality makes the choice uncon sciously, or it is made by the dark powers within it" ([1843] 1992, 483) . In this formulation, he anticipates a conceptualization of the unconscious as an active motivational force in the personality. This [ 131 ] view, later to become a cornerstone in psychoanalysis, also forms an element in Ibsen's view of man. Peer's "werewolf fantasy" is the first expression of "the dark powers" in his personality, his unconscious, biting aggression fiercely attacking the woman he is attracted by, an aggression that fills him with anxiety. This is the perspective we will have in our investigation of the structure of desire in Peer Gynt's relationship to Solveig.
In Norwegian, the most prominent analysis of Peer Gynt in the light of Kierkegaard is by Dagne Groven Myhren (1979) . She examines how Peer behaves towards what Kierkegaard names "the ethic" ([1843] 1992) . She also examines what Solveig means to Peer. In her opinion, Solveig acts as a standard, enabling Peer to differentiate between good and evil, an ability that is a hallmark of "the ethic." So, when Solveig comes to live with Peer in his hut, and the Green Woman appears, Groven Myhren claims that Peer fails to choose "the ethic," represented by Solveig. By not choosing Solveig, he fails to choose himself, because the ethic is primarily a realization of oneself. We will offer an alternative interpretation and argue that Ibsen constructs the scene in a way that makes a choice in the Kierkegaardian sense impossible for Peer. He cannot choose Solveig at this point in his life.
A more recent interpretation of Peer Gynt in the light of Kierkegaard is that of Bruce G. Shapiro (1990) . He also interprets the meeting in the hut as a crucial point, where Peer fails to choose. But he has a more complex notion of Solveig, and touches on the destructive motivational force which is the focus of our interpretation. Unlike Groven Myhren, he does not see Solveig as just innocent and pure. This is Peer's description of her, not Ibsen's. On the contrary, he regards Solveig as one who contributes to Peer's expulsion from society in a way that resembles the classic religious image of the woman as responsible for the fall of man. About Solveig's behaviour at the wedding Shapiro writes:
Rather than religiously and faithfully putting her trust in the power of her innocence to overcome erotic temptation as the natural guiding principle for herself with Peer, Solveig instead acts fearfully or selfprotectively, perhaps selfishly, immaturely, aesthetically and unwittingly, thereby catapulting Peer toward his "criminal" catastrophe. (1990, 66) However, Shapiro sees more in Solveig than a female tempter. He also has an eye for the erotic interaction between Peer and Solveig, an interaction he defines as "aesthetic." With the help of Klein's model, we will develop this thought and try to specify the forces that make Peer "catapult" himself into becoming an outlaw through the bride abduction. In our reading, Ibsen lets both Peer and Solveig be subject to forces of desire that in the first two acts have a subversive character. When Solveig comes to stay with Peer, in the third act, we agree that she has changed to a more stable, "ethical" character. Unlike Groven Myhren, Shapiro (1990) argues that Peer is not able to accept Solveig without being corrupted. This statement paves the way for unfolding our intention: to show that Ibsen has constructed the situation in such a way that Peer can do nothing but leave.
Closest to our analysis is in fact Wilhelm Reich, who devotes his entire membership paper to the Psychoanalytic Society in Vienna in 1920 to Peer Gynt. Here he analyses Peer's relationship with his mother as incestuous, and regards it as the primary obstacle in his relationship to Solveig (Reich [1920 (Reich [ ] 1975 . Similar viewpoints have been put forth by others, among them is Hammer (2009) , who also draws on the French psychoanalyst Lacan. However, Klein is the one who has provided us with conceptual tools to comprehend the conglomerate of phenomena comprised in Peer's incestuous desires. So, let us take a look at Klein's ideas.
Melanie Klein's Concept of Paranoid-Schizoid Position
In 1946, Klein introduced the "paranoid-schizoid position," a concept that serves as a main analytic tool for this paper. Klein's theories are controversial, not least because of her focus on the "death instinct," but she is regarded as one of the main founders of psychoanalytic object relations theory, which today is mainstream psychoanalysis (Gullestad and Killingmo 2005 ). Klein's contribution has recently been underscored by Julie Kristeva's biography. There, Klein is described as the most original thinker in the history of psychoanalysis after Freud (Kristeva [2000 (Kristeva [ ] 2001 . Klein argues that all children experience two psychological states, which she calls the paranoid-schizoid position and the depressive position. The first is [ 133 ] dominated by disintegrating forces, and the second develops later and works in an integrative manner (Klein [1946 . Both positions are potentially present the whole life, and the disruptive forces of the first position can be activated at any time. The more "healthy" a person is, the more the integrating forces are at work, while a disturbed person more easily falls back to and is overwhelmed by the dynamics of the paranoid-schizoid position. In that way, a person may be stuck in what can be called a halfdeveloped self, paraphrasing the words of The Lean Person in the fifth act. In this position, the constitution of the personality is actively being opposed by the protagonist himself: " . . . if one, like you, has smudged himself out," as The Lean Person says to Peer Gynt. We will explore these forces, as they are expressed in the encounters between Peer and Solveig through the first three acts.
We will especially focus on one destructive feeling, greed, and the way it infiltrates the desires of the paranoid-schizoid position. Klein defines greed as:
. . . an impetuous and insatiable craving, exceeding what the subject needs and what the object is able and willing to give. At the unconscious level, greed aims primarily at completely scooping out, sucking dry, and devouring the breast: that is to say, its aim is destructive introjection. ([1957] 1997, 181) Greed is thus an oral aggressiveness, desiring and devouring more than the other can and is willing to provide, and according to Klein, greed is intensified by the (congenital) death instinct being reinforced by frustrating experiences. If greed remains unmodified into adult age, it will "suck dry and devour" the very person one depends on to become a fully developed human. Therefore, greed arouses anxiety of having destroyed the very source of life. These dynamics forms the main analytic tool in the first part of this paper.
The paranoid-schizoid position is also dominated by extensive splitting. Satisfying and frustrating experiences are split and internalized, and stored separately in what is called good and bad internal objects. Internal objects refer to psychic representations, notably of caregivers and foremost the mother and the mother's breast. The stronger the frustration is, the deeper becomes the split in order to protect the good from being engulfed by the bad object. While a degree of splitting is normal, a combination of a strong death instinct and painful frustrations will result in a split situation where the good is strongly idealized, while the bad object is experienced as evil and persecuting (Klein [1957 ). Such an internal scenario then becomes a prototype for how future love objects are experienced. The concept of splitting forms the main analytic tool in the last part of this paper.
A dominating and extended paranoid-schizoid position may result in a premature sexualization of the libidinal drive, and thus also a sexualization of the relationship to the mother. This means that oral needs, i.e. the urge to suck and bite, acquire a sexual quality. In sexual development, these unresolved oral urges remain connected to anxiety and aggression, and the aggression will especially take the form of greed.
Thus, anxiety is provoked by the sexualization of one's own aggression. The fantasy of attacking the object is immediately followed by a fear of having destroyed the source one is dependent on. The result is a need to repair the imagined damage. Repairs, however, prove unsuccessful because the internal split and aggressive greed cannot be overcome. A person stuck in the paranoid-schizoid position experiences that desire is activated particularly strongly by those who flaunt all he wants, but do not give him access to it (Klein [1957] 1997). Bion, who developed his theory by extending the thoughts of Klein, says that the bad object "is tantalizing," thereby intensifying the greedy desire ([1962] 1984, 84) .
"Unconscious phantasy" is a central concept in Klein's theory. It was introduced by Freud, but she gave it a more comprehensive meaning and spelled it "phantasy" to distinguish it from conscious fantasies (Klein 1923) . To Klein, this concept is equivalent to "psychic reality" in psychoanalysis otherwise. It refers to an unconscious play of instinctual and emotional forces made up by primitive notions of desire and relations based on bodily sensations. When one's psychic reality is dominated by the paranoid-schizoid position, unconscious phantasies are designed in accordance with this reality, and are charged by an urge to be expressed. Peer's fantasy of transforming himself into a werewolf is considered such a phantasy in this paper. To underline the condensed character of these phantasies, Kristeva writes: "The Kleinian phantasy . . . is a veritable incarnation, a carnal metaphor, what Proust would call transubstantiation" ([2000] 2001, 13) . Like the madeleine cake memory in Proust, phantasy has a core of transformed primitive sensations of the uttermost importance.
We have to underline that the validity of our interpretation is not dependent on the clinical validity of the Kleinian model. This model provides us with tools for interpretation, but the validity of it has to be measured by its consistence with the text (Engelstad 1992) .
Method
We read the text thoroughly and use a principle of contiguity as our guide to latent meanings in the text. This principle is inspired by the psychoanalytic principle of associations, where elements that occur directly after one another are assumed to have a dynamic connection that is not necessarily apparent. Freud writes of this method: "It is a rule of psycho-analytic technique that an internal connection which is still undisclosed will announce its presence by means of contiguity -a temporal proximity -of associations" (1905, 39) . Now, associations in a text are not of the same nature as associations in a therapy process; they are constructed, or created, by an author, and are the result of meticulous processing. They are not created by a free associative process, neither by Ibsen nor by Peer. Yet we will stick to the supposition that there is a dynamic and semantic connection between contiguous text elements. Here the sequence of phenomena plays a decisive role.
Contiguity refers to proximity and contact and expresses the very meaning of the principle of association (Oxford English Reference Dictionary 2003) . In reading Peer Gynt you can sense that what is happening and being said in proximity are phenomena in emotional and dynamic contact, and that the way the phenomena touch each other is decisive for Peer's turns and twists. In our opinion, Peer's twists and turns are determined by "the dark forces" in his mind. In Ibsen's text, these dynamics are semantically expressed by contiguity of elements, their specific sequence and their closeness in space.
A polyphonic play like Peer Gynt has many meanings that cannot be fully grasped within a contemporary horizon. For that reason, it invites a diversity of interpretations. Østerud's (1981) point that central scenes in Peer Gynt are to be understood as existential situations has been of importance to our understanding of the encounter between Peer and Solveig in the third act. Helland and Waerp (2005, 53) note that unfolding of a state is an essential characteristic of modern drama. This is certainly the case with Peer Gynt. Many elements from psychoanalysis are relevant in understanding Ibsen, for instance that different motives are at work simultaneously (Kittang 2002, 17) . For us, it is the psychoanalytic perspective developed after Freud that has made it possible to decode the meaning structures presented in this article.
Analysis My garter is loose
Let us look at the dynamics between Peer and Solveig in their first encounter. Peer meets Solveig at a wedding ceremony and is smitten by her young and bright innocence. She first meets him in an open and unprejudiced way, and accepts a dance with him; but when she hears his name she backs off. When Solveig hears Peer's name -the reputation preceding himshe pulls back instantly with the excuse that her garter is loose and has to be tied up. In Ordbog over det danske Sprog, which treats Danish language from 1700 to 1950, we can read that the garter is tightened at the knees and that it is "one of the woman's intimate garments, considered a symbol for love relationships" 1 (ODS, our translation).
[ 137 ]
With this in mind, we claim that she behaves as if she becomes aroused. At the same time, her need to tie up the garter indicates that she is scared of her own reaction. Her mind goes straight to the garter, not because of Peer who is standing in front of her, but of rumours attached to his name: the wild drunkard and the troublemaker. And instead of walking away quietly to tie her garter, she makes Peer aware of her intention. We can only imagine how this message triggers Peer's sexual fantasies. Ibsen establishes a close association between the characteristics of Peer in conflict with society, and Solveig's sexual awakening. Peer drinks, fights and rides reindeer bucks. He neglects the farm and wastes his father's legacy. These are precisely the characteristics in Peer that lead Solveig's thoughts directly to a symbol for love under her skirt. It is noteworthy and easy to understand that the reaction scares her and she feels a need to tighten her garter.
With one hand on the hymnal and one on the garter
By reacting the way she does, Solveig plays an active role to breed Peer's desire without being aware of this. Her first contradictory reaction, moving to and then from him, characterizes all their encounters until she comes to stay with him in the third act. She embodies all he desires, but holds back. She is in a conflict, attracted to Peer and scared by her reaction at the same time. She says she does not dare to dance with him, even though she wants to. She sends opposite signals through all their encounters, as we will see in their next meeting in the first act. In Peer's mind, she repeatedly tells him I have everything you need, but you will not get access. And in Klein's model, it is precisely this way of acting that makes the desire greedy, even if this is not intended on Solveig's part. As we understand this, the greed is based in the structure of Peer's desire. Solveig just works as a catalyst. It is Peer himself who insists on her innocence and at the same time has an intractable desire for her. Both the greed and the splitting are mainly Peer's own work.
Since Solveig, in our interpretation, is responding erotically to Peer and expresses her reaction, it is striking that Peer never addresses this. He insists on her pure innocence in all their encounters. It is as if his strong erotic feelings and desire for consummated love concern features of Solveig that he is actively splitting off. Even if the desire is directed towards her, or rather towards the idealized image of her, it cannot be satisfied there.Instead, Ibsen gives Peer an outlet through the bride abduction, and after that through the dairymaids and the Dovre king's daughter. Ibsen underscores the double "underground character" of the greedy desire: it lies behind and it undermines. This desire cannot be integrated with love, attachment and social participation. Peer's desire, as Ibsen unfolds his character, is dissipated and devastating. We will show how this is caused by the structure and dynamics of his desire, how it is organized in Peer's inner world, and which emotional and relational forces are at work. As we shall see, these dynamics force Peer to "go roundabout."
Through the wedding, Solveig repeatedly embodies what Peer wants, then withdraws and then comes back again. She justifies her first rejection by Peer being wild and drinking, which also is what turns her on. He in turn curses those who have spread this rumour: "Oh if I had my knife-blade driven Clean through the heart of them, -one and all" (p. 43). Immediately after expressing his curse, he is asked by the groom for help. Neither Solveig nor the bride is accessible. However, Peer soon realizes that he can make the bride accessible, and with her find an outlet for the unbearable desire that Solveig has aroused, but cannot satisfy.
Ibsen lets the groom ask Peer, of all people, for help and shows by that his intention to offer an alternative outlet for Peer's desire. The outlet will make it evident that the desire has a subversive and dissipated character, exactly as Klein defines the characteristics of greed. So, this corresponds closely to Klein's definition of how greed works. Ibsen ensures that the bride abduction as a possibility becomes increasingly clear to Peer as Solveig alternates in moving to and from him. The dialogue between Peer and the groom is interspersed between Peer's encounters with Solveig until she withdraws completely.
I'll bite you all over the loins and the back Peer again approaches Solveig, but this time the way out is evident for him. He is "wild as a reindeer," stands in the path of Solveig and [ 139 ] wants a final answer: no more back and forth. Solveig wants to "go in peace," and her final rejection incites a fantasy in Solveig's final rejection is followed by a breakthrough of the greed in Peer's sexuality, in the form of an oral aggressive fantasy. Through this form it makes visible a structural similarity with the paranoidschizoid underground. We should note that this oral aggressive fantasy springs up in Peer immediately after the final rejection by Solveig. So, again it is the close associations Ibsen creates in the text that are the foundation of our analysis. Let us examine it in greater detail.
Peer wants to come to Solveig's bedside. Thus, the erotic tone is set. Coming there, he threatens to turn himself into a hissing and snarling troll. This is one of his many "turns." According to Klein's theory, an internal splitting of significant others will also involve a splitting of the self. The idealized and the bad parts are kept strictly separated, but present at the same time. They are, so to speak, located on opposite sides of a coin which twists and turns. The "coin" metaphor is crucial to understanding the nature of Peer's inversions, both in the way he experiences himself and in his perception of others.
When Peer in fantasy turns into a werewolf, the backside of the coin is face up. This backside has a specific nature; Peer wants to bite Solveig, and not just anywhere, but in her loins and back. The eroticization of the werewolf activity is obvious. At the same time, he drains her blood. So, this biting also has a strong incorporating element: he will suck Solveig dry and devour her sister Helga, and nothing less.
Klein's concept of greed has precisely the character of an incorporating desire. It absorbs and at the same time is burdened with murderous oral aggression; it bites, sucks dry and killsnotably in the fantasy.
. . . as if in dread: Dance with me
Once Peer has expressed this desire, he gets anxious. In his fantasy he has attacked and killed the love of his life and her sister. The reason for this anxiety is fear of having killed somebody one is dependent upon. The result is an immediate need to repair the damage inflicted in the fantasy. This dynamic is central in Klein's theory.
The fact that the greedy desire and frustration generated in him is triggered by Solveig's rejection testifies that it has an earlier and more primitive origin. The fantasy is not created in the encounters with Solveig, but is activated by her. The desire has, according to Klein, its origin in the constitutive relation to the mother, initially actually to the mother's breast, and the way this relation is infiltrated by the death instinct. Because of its frustrated and thus disintegrated [ 141 ] nature, these unconscious fantasies live on in original form. For that reason they keep their penetrating and overpowering strength.
The reason that this fantasy is aroused particularly in his relationship to Solveig is that she represents everything Peer wants. She thereby, psychologically speaking, represents the source of life, the archaic maternal object. In psychoanalysis, the maternal object embodies a constitutive function, playing a crucial role in the foundation of the self. In Peer's unconsciousness, Solveig represents the life-giving maternal object. This object has to be intensely idealized and kept sharply separated from the deep frustration attached to the same object. The aggressive and greedy desire we see in Peer is connected both to a self-representation, the werewolf image, and an internal representation of the person he desires, the part of Solveig who flaunts all he needs but does not give him access to it. He and Solveig are therefore both split, in an idealized form he can experience and an evil that he cannot. His desire is sentenced to vicarious release with these other women. They are, however, useful only as objects of sexual outlet and must therefore be discarded.
So greed is aroused in the encounter with the source of life. Now Peer's greed is so destructive precisely because it attacks this very source, and he never gets a hold of what is going on. This is a key point: when the life-giving source is under attack, as expressed in the werewolf fantasy, the forces that constitute the self are simultaneously attacked. He is thus arrested in a non-constituted position in life, and all efforts to relate become part of a selfreinforcing vicious circle. The very life drive is infiltrated by what Klein calls the death instinct. This is Peer's situation as we see it, and it is expressed most condensed through the werewolf fantasy. However, this dynamics is at work in all his vital choices. It drives him towards solipsism and cynicism, and motivates his "going roundabout."
We should also note that the fear of one's own aggression is accompanied by an altered mode of relating. When Peer for the second time asks Solveig for a dance, his voice has turned meek. Such an approach immediately after a fantasized deadly attack is in Klein's view an attempt to repair an imagined damage. However, the reparation is to no avail because of the infantile structure of the [ 142 ] underlying forces. One who is stuck in the paranoid-schizoid position oscillates between fantasized omnipotence and real powerlessness in regard to the forces in play.
The orally aggressive werewolf fantasy, with a detailed description of what he wants to do to both Solveig and Helga, is the last thing Peer says to Solveig during their first encounter. She replies with the aesthetic and childlike characteristic "You were ugly then." (This translation transmits only the aesthetic notion of Ibsen's phrase, not the ethical, nasty aspect.) Solveig does not articulate the way Peer expresses his desires beyond this remark, and he does not articulate hers. It is striking though that their structures of desire have a complementary design. This is essential for a lifelong mutual bond between them. The complementarity has a subversive character in the first act. Then it undergoes a development in which the constitutive elements become more evident.
In Peer's first encounter with Solveig, a light but obtrusive sexual tension is aroused in them both. Immediately following Solveig's rejection of Peer, the desire accentuates to the eroticism of "the reindeer buck's desires in the spring." When this level of desire is also rejected, a new accentuation of the erotic tension emerges to become an intensely aggressive and orally coloured greed.
The bride abduction: greed enacted
We have shown that there is a tight, associative connection between the werewolf fantasy and the bride abduction, and how the relation between these two elements may be understood. We will move on to describe that there is a causal connection between the werewolf fantasy, the bride abduction and the impoverished situation of mother Å se. We have argued that the desires, which are aroused in Peer's encounters with Solveig, involve elements of greed. We now wish to show that the same desire is the first mover in the sequence of events that lead to the fate of mother Å se. He demands more of her than she can and will provide, and more than is needed and he leaves her dying. This [ 143 ] chain of events serves to underscore our argument that we in Peer can see the expression of a Kleinian greed.
The connection between the werewolf fantasy and the abduction of the bride is established by the way Ibsen lets Peer's desire for Solveig grow, alternating with his realization that the bride can give him a sexual release. The werewolf fantasy and the bride abduction are therefore closely associated. In order further to underscore the interpretation of Peer's greed as "Kleinian" in nature, we will introduce the concept of acting out.
In psychoanalytical theories, acting out refers to a state where the individual cannot endure his inner tension, and therefore seeks relief in actions. These actions are often ill-considered and destructive. Laplanche and Pontalis emphasize aggression as a component of what is being acted out: "Acting out often takes the form of aggressive behaviour directed either at the self or at others" (1973, 4) . In Peer's case we see how abduction of the bride can be interpreted as greedy aggression directed especially at Å se.
So, we interpret the bride abduction as acting out of the tension Peer builds up in his encounter with Solveig. The pressure contains a conglomerate of phenomena, with sharply aimed aggression, which is expressed through the werewolf fantasy. The destructive consequences of this logic first becomes evident at mother Å se's deathbed where she has been "sucked dry."
The conquered bride Ingrid serves a function in Peer's acting out, which is demonstrated both in the prelude and aftermath of the conquest. In the aftermath, we see how Peer, with reference to Solveig, rejects Ingrid immediately after having seduced her. And despite the fact that the sexual desire actually had Solveig as its target, it is only her childlike qualities he refers to and which he uses to dismiss Ingrid. He asks what she can offer him. "Haegstad estate and still more," she says. But that is not what Peer wants. He has spoiled his father's estate, destroyed a marriage by his bride abduction and made himself an outlaw. He opposes all that belongs to society. So he is honest in his response to Ingrid's threatening: "Dearly shall you pay for this!" when he notes: "Dearest payment cheap I'll reckon" (p. 53). He asks for something else. He wants to purify his image of Solveig: It is obvious, and it must also be for Peer, that an actual conquest of Solveig will remove all innocent qualities which Peer uses as arguments to himself and Ingrid. Solveig will no longer glance adown her apron, holding her mother's hand. Clothes and hair will get messed up. So, his description of her innocence has little to do with Peer's actual attraction to a woman he desires. His description must be understood as a way to protect the idealized love object from being invaded by an oral and aggressive greedy desire, activated precisely in his encounter with Solveig. This desire threatens to destroy the idealized image, and must therefore be directed another way. Using Ingrid as a vicarious sexual outlet, Peer has succeeded in advancing a number of unconscious motives. He has cleaned his image of Solveig and can keep her in an idealized position. Thus, she is out of reach of his greedy desires, which were about to engulf and contaminate the image of her. Such pollution threatens the idealization, and thus the essential splitting between something purely good and something completely useless.
Simultaneously, as an effect of the consequences of the bride abduction, Peer manages to hit the original source of his complicated desires, namely mother Å se. This is a crucial point: when mother Å se is charged more than she can and will provide, and sucked dry of everything, Peer has staged all the characteristics Klein attributes to greed in the paranoid-schizoid position. Ultimately, he succeeds in striking the person who originally aroused his unwieldy desire, namely mother Å se. Via detours, Peer succeeds in hitting the target; the greedy desire is activated by Solveig, finds an outlet in Ingrid and the consequences of his actions hit mother Å se with full force.
According to psychoanalysis, disintegrated phenomena, e.g. greedy desires, are controlled by unconscious motivation. This motivation [ 145 ] searches for ways out at any cost. When Peer dismisses Ingrid, and she threatens him with an expensive fine, his response "Dearest payment cheap I'll reckon" signals that the enactment of the structure, content and consequences of his desire has to take place at absolutely any cost. Unconscious forces have a compelling character.
This interpretation of Peer's ruthless rejection of Ingrid is quite different from an explanation based on his pure love for Solveig, as Bull (1957) argues.
If you come nearer, I'll run away!
After the bride conquest, Peer is outlawed and wandering in the mountains. This is where Peer meets Solveig for the second time. Together with mother Å se, Solveig and her family are looking for Peer. So, the very young Solveig is actively seeking Peer out. She also wanted to hear "everything" about Peer from mother Å se. And soon she breaks with her family to move in with Peer. When she at the same time conceals herself, her way of acting expresses an inner conflict. Her first remark reveals the same duality we have witnessed several times: Like a horse-fly the Dovre-king 's 2007, 566 -567) daughter is after me. (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 1907 In this scene, Solveig starts off by saying that she will set off running if he comes too close to her. So, she is opposing the fact that she is looking for him and soon after comes to live with him. He, on his part, has not explicitly indicated any erotic intentions this time, so this seems to be an independent expression of Solveig's fantasies and her defence against them. Peer follows quickly and parries the initiative, whereupon Solveig tells him to be ashamed of himself. She thus gives the impression that it was he who started these erotic connotations. The dialog has an erotic stamp; a stamp it is pressing for Peer to remove when Solveig comes to live with him. Both Peer and Solveig seem to harbour a contradictory form of sexuality.
God pity you if you don't -
We will show yet another example of how Peer turns from initial aggression to a subdued and friendly form, this time facing Solveig's sister, Helga. Peer asks her to give Solveig, who now has run away, a silver button to not forget him. He is afraid Helga will not perform the assignment and exclaims: In this scene we see how Peer first threatens Helga, who is scared, and how Ibsen instructs the actor immediately to be subdued. Although there is no reference to anxiety in this scene, we are witnessing a shift in Peer's manner strongly resembling his twist in the first encounter with Solveig, where he threatens Solveig that he will turn into a werewolf. Both times, aggression is followed by a quick shift; as if something needs to be saved that has been attacked by a devastating aggression. This dynamic seems to be central in Peer's internal world.
Ibsen's word for Peer's reaction when he lets Helga go is spak, which the Archers translate "gently." Other translators have "meek" instead. In Norwegian, the wind becomes spak when it subsides. Figuratively, we use it to describe a powerful reaction that declines in a noticeable way. This meaning is crucial to our interpretation of Peer as always anxious about his own aggression -an aggression that gives his desires a destructive character, and where the need to repair the [ 147 ] fantasized damage immediately follows. Peer's gentle meekness is emphasized by the fact that his threat towards Helga might revive the werewolf fantasy, in which he eats her. Therefore, the aggression that overwhelms him is particularly threatening, and something in him makes sure that this power quickly turns meek or gentle.
Several authors have pointed out that shifts and contradictions, both in Peer and mother Å se, can express a problematic duality in their minds (e.g. Bull 1957 ). Linguistically and inspired by Bakhtin's dialogism, Jan consider these contradictions as "a discourse and a counterdiscourse" (2006, 45) . Smidt (2000, 29) is concerned with the importance of rhythm in providing emotional excitement to Peer's dialogue with himself, and how difficult it is to translate. In our understanding, and in our choice of method, the sequence of phenomena is crucial. This is valid, whether they occur in a monologue or dialogue: first we have aggression, then anxiety and finally attempts to repair the imagined damage. Only when we focus on the sequence can we get hold of this specific psychodynamics in Peer: a game of internal forces, where the fear of one's own aggression and a primitive attempt to repair the imagined damage constitute the central theme. This play of forces is initiated because the activated desire is attacking and sucking dry the very source of life itself -symbolized by Solveig.
The encounter at the mountain dairy is short, but Solveig does not forget Peer. Several authors have noted that the silver button serves as a deposit of Peer's "loop-less" personality (e.g. Zetner [1970] in Aarseth [2010] ). In Klein's model, such a deposit can serve as a positive form of the defence mechanism called "projective identification." Besides the splitting between the idealized and persecuting parts of the inner object, this is a central defence in the paranoid-schizoid position (Klein [1946 . Projective identification involves two movements: a transport of parts of the self over to another person and the recipient's identification with the deposited content. Usually intolerable parts of the self are projected. Disposal of positive parts of the self serves to shield it from being engulfed by destructive internal forces. However, such a projective surrender bears a high price, which we can witness in Ibsen's text. When parts of Peer's self are projected into another person, his own self becomes impoverished. This opens the way to increasing cynicism and undermining of his personality, which we can follow through the fourth act.
With outstretched arms
In her next and decisive encounter with Peer, Solveig has changed. This makes the splitting mechanism of the paranoid-schizoid position more apparent. Solveig no longer appears as "the tantalizing object": the woman enticing Peer with everything he needs and refusing him access to it. When she, in the third act, arrives on skis, she gives him unlimited access to herself as a woman. This time, his first response is a reservation. Solveig's devotion to him makes the reservation take precedence over activation of an unruly desire, a desire that still cannot be lived out with her:
Jeg skal ikke smudse dig. Med I will not soil you. With out strake Arme stretched arms skal jeg holde dig ud fra mig, du I will hold you far out from me, vene og varme! (Ibsen [1867] lovely and warm one! 2007, 577) (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 1907 The fact that he has to keep Solveig away from his body and that she should not be tainted points to the fact that his desire is aroused, but not accepted by Peer himself. His apprehension is not reasonable in relation to what the new situation offers and demands. Solveig has broken her family ties and gives herself completely over to Peer, also with her body. This calls for a response where desire has its place. Again his reaction testifies to his psychological reality. She must be kept with outstretched arms because his image of her is still incompatible with genital desire. The desire's aggressive and attacking character, which we have clearly demonstrated, is incompatible with attachment and love. Reich ([1920] 1975) too has noted Peer's erotic inhibition in this scene. In his view, it is caused by an incestuous element in the relationship. He did not get hold of Peer's aggressive fantasies directed against the desired object.
In earlier scenes, both before and after the bride abduction, Peer has emphasized Solveig's childlike innocence. Solveig's new selfassurance and affection changes the nature of Peer's image of her from childlike to motherly. This transition represents a key point. Groven Myhren (1979) and Shapiro (1990) , among others, stress the fact that Solveig has made a choice and has thus entered an ethical [ 149 ] reality. This choice serves as a premise for the activation of new dimensions in Peer's desires. Peer's new image of Solveig as soft and warm ("you shall sit softly and never be cold") makes him sees her as a mother. In Peer's view, Solveig has left her innocence behind.
Despite this change, Peer still perceives her as his sweetheart, coming to stay with him. Simultaneously, her motherly qualities are prominent in his image, and releasing his desire would imply that an incestuous element would emerge into consciousness. All his fearful sexual life, with orally and aggressively charged desires, is still split off from his feelings for an idealized Solveig. Therefore, she has to be kept at arms' length.
Even as your hut was built, mine built itself too
Klein conceives of specific defence mechanisms in the conglomeration of phenomena in the paranoid-schizoid position, among them splitting and projective identification. It is a crucial point for Klein that these defence mechanisms carry with them a built-in failure ([1957] 1997, 217) . The failure implies that split-off parts have a tendency to come together again, and what is projected out tends to find its way back. Thus, the defence structures protecting Peer against his forbidden impulses are fragile; the split-off elements which he struggles to keep away, go on threatening to penetrate into consciousness.
In the scene in the third act before Solveig arrives, Peer struggles to keep dark thoughts away. While chopping wood, he feels that the forest becomes human and he must restrain his own thoughts. While he is building his cottage, he is working hard to install a lock to keep out angry "mischief thoughts" which threaten to break through the thick timber walls.
Laas maa der vaere; Laas, som kan Bars I must fix me; bars that can binde fasten Døren for Troldtøj, og Mand og
The door against troll-folk, and Kvinde.
men, and women. Laas maa der vaere; Laas, som kan Bars I must fix me; bars that can lukke shut out for alle de arrige Nissebukke. -All the cantankerous little hob (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 2007 goblins. - (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 1907 The moment he welcomed Solveig with open arms his defence structure collapsed. The split-off elements overturn him, in the shape of the old witch, alias the Green Woman, emerging. Templeton (1997, 95) defines the evil represented by the trolls as greed. Earlier, in the Dovre-king's hall, Peer has allowed his desire to intertwine with her who represents pure greed, the Dovre-king's daughter. Fantastic elements may, according to Omdal (2010, 106) , be considered as projections of psychic phenomena. She stresses that we have no evidence that Peer did have sexual intercourse with the Green Woman. Also her father, the Dovre-king, emphasizes that passion works as an independent power. We can therefore say that it is Peer's paranoid-schizoid desire that has spawned a fantastic offspring. The complex and anguished desire activated by Solveig's innocence seemed more manageable for Peer, partly because ways to a vicarious outlet via Ingrid, the Green Woman and the saeter-girls were open. The combination of Solveig's devotion, her newly acquired motherly qualities and the Green Woman's insistence on taking part in his reality and bringing Peer's child with her change the context for the expression of his desires. He is no longer confronted with pure possibility. Ibsen here introduces limitations and consequences, and the possibilities for vicarious outlets of Peer's desires are blocked. Instead his desires are met with consequences in the form of his own offspring. For the first time, Peer is really confronted with the split-off elements of his inner world -for a short while. The second aspect we may notice is how Ibsen lets the Green Woman appear immediately after Peer has decided to accept Solveig. Peer actually uses several lines to ensure that Solveig knows what the choice entails, until he accepts her devotion. Peer also believes that he does not need barriers against his "goblin-thoughts" when Solveig now moves in. However, it is precisely Peer's active acceptance of Solveig that makes the old witch enter their common arena. Fantastic elements breaking into the "reality" of a setting occur several times in Peer Gynt. Omdal (2010, 24) notes that when fictional characters are faced with fantastic elements they are often thrown into a crisis of knowledge. Usually, the crisis remains un-reconciled or results in ambiguous solutions. As we shall see, this is exactly the case in Peer's encounter with the Green Woman. This is closely connected to the fact that [ 151 ] Peer delimits his image of Solveig to maternal elements: lunt skal det varme og bjart skal Warm shall the fire be and bright det lyse, shall it shine, blødt skal du sidde og aldrig skal You shall sit softly and never be a-cold. du fryse. (Ibsen [1867] 2007, 578) (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 1907 Peer's reference to a cosy, warm and soft atmosphere indicates that it is no longer the childlike Solveig but her motherly qualities that are central. Also, it indicates that he receives and applauds them. Per se they are not idealized qualities. It is the insistence on keeping other qualities away from Solveig that point to the fact that she represents something idealized -and thus only one side of a coin with an ominous reverse. Klein states that an intense idealization of an object testifies to a protection against an equally intense persecuting object ([1957] 1997, 192 ). As we shall see, this protection is fragile in Peer's case. There is much Peer has to keep in check, too much. While he is out chopping wood for the hearth, Solveig's split-off counterpart turns up. The fact that Peer is chopping wood shows that he is about to "let the fire warm brightly." At that very moment, the Green Woman, the one representing pure greed, appears with the consequences of greed: their common offspring, the fruit of his lust "in heart and eye" (p. 79).
When we look at what is being said and what happens in close sequence, it is interesting to note that Ibsen also in his stage directions stresses how Peer's split-off state immediately turns up when he leaves Solveig in the hut: "at the same moment." It comes to the fore with no delay, as if it happens out of necessity as soon as the idealized part is accepted and established. This is the dynamics of splitting in Klein's model. Ibsen writes:
Han (Peer) griber Øxen og gaar He (Peer) seizes his axe and moves bortover; idetsamme traeder en away; at the same moment an OLD gammelagtig Kvinde i en fillet LOOKING WOMAN, in a tattered grøn Stakk ud af Holtet; en green gown, comes out from the stygg Unge med en Ølbolle i wood; an UGLY BRAT, with an Haanden halter efter og holder ale-flagon in his hand, limps after, hende i Skjørtet. (Ibsen [1867] holding on to her skirt. (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 2007 1907, 101) [ 152 ] Here, we have to ask which parts enacted on the stage are "real" and which are phantasmal. In our interpretation of Peer Gynt, Ibsen is staging a psychic drama, the inextricable conflict activated in Peer in his love for Solveig and originating in his deeply ambivalent relationship to mother Å se. When Ibsen mixes the "real" and the phantasmal in order to make Peer's psychic drama visible, he leans on an old tradition. Homer lets the Olympian gods intervene and instruct the heroes at Troy, as a way to elucidate their feelings and unconscious intentions. The Ghost in Hamlet actually expresses the half-conscious suspicions upon which Hamlet is already ruminating. Ibsen's juxtaposition of Solveig and the Green Woman elucidates Peer's inner drama. These constructions are common elements of literary and dramatic method. The old-looking woman is the Green Woman, and she tells him that her cabin is building itself at the same time as Peer is building his. Here, Ibsen underscores the same point; the two women have, out of necessity, a simultaneous presence in Peer's mind. This simultaneity expresses, in the logic of the paranoid-schizoid position, the essence of the splitting mechanism. It is demonstrated by the Green Woman in the scene where she emphasizes the interchangeable and, at the same time, mutually exclusive character of the images of her and Solveig in Peer's mind:
Ho-ho, Peer Gynt, jeg kan staa for Ho-ho, Peer Gynt, I've no fear of Slag! blows! Jeg kommer igjen hver evige Dag. Be sure I'll return every day of the Jeg glytter paa Døren, ser ind till year. jer begge.
Through the door set ajar, I'll peep in Sidder du med Jenten paa Baenk at you both. efjael, -When you're sitting with your girl on blir du kjaelen, Peer Gynt, -vil du the fire side bench, -lege og daegge, -When you're tender, Peer Gynt, when saetter jeg mig hos og kraever min you'd pet and caress her, Del.
I'll seat myself by you, and ask for my Hun og jeg, vi skal bytte og skifte share. dig.
She there and I -we will take you by Far vel, kjaere Gutten min, turns. imorgen kan du gifte dig! (Ibsen Farewell dear my lad, you can marry [1867 ] 2007 to-morrow! (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 1907 In the sentence "She there and I -we will take you by turns," Ibsen demonstrates the interchangeable and mutually exclusive character of split phenomena. 2 Whatever takes place between Solveig and Peer, the Green Woman will be present and demands to take part in it. This expresses the very nature of the splitting mechanism and supports our interpretation that Solveig and the Green Woman represent two parts of a split whole in Peer's mind. They are mutually exclusive and mutually dependent and are thereby given a consistent unstable character. They are not compatible in their present form, and it is not possible for Peer to choose between them. It is not possible for him to get rid of the Green Woman, which is underlined by the fact that she says "I've no fear for blows." This is a crucial point in our interpretation. Some scholars claim that Peer should have chosen Solveig. Therefore, they apply a normative element (e.g. Groven Myhren 1979). It is more interesting to look at what the protagonist actually does than what he should have done. It is as impossible for Peer to choose Solveig as it was for him to choose the Green Woman at the Dovre-king's hall. Ibsen has composed the text in a way that makes both women simultaneously present and mutually exclusive. They are given a "take you by turn" character, and by their mutually exclusive qualities, they represent the front side and the backside of a coin. The coin twists and turns in Peer's split internal world, and the representation of significant others is split into idealized and persecutory parts.
It is not possible for Peer to choose Solveig in a situation where the Green Woman will come back everyday and insist on her share. An integration of the split parts of his love object (Solveig) is not easily attained. It is not just a question of choosing. Choosing the pure and motherly qualities will inevitably activate their opposite: the aggressive, devastating and dissipated desires. This desire, represented by the Green Woman, has a persecutory touch, coming back like a recoil when Peer least wants it. That she will "get him in the end" demonstrates the paranoid character of the split and evil object. It is projected out and recoils back, demanding its share as soon as the idealized object is activated.
Some elements in this scene point to the possibility of an integration of the two representations of Peer's mother object. In Klein's model, integration of split objects can take place through a mourning process, in which the inner state moves from a paranoid-schizoid position to a depressive position. Peer is able to keep the two woman images together in his consciousness long enough to recognize an emotional state central to the depressive position, namely a painful grief (Klein [1946 . Peer recognizes that to face his situation and go straight through, not roundabout, is burdened with remorse; and the feeling of remorse is exactly this: painful grief (ODS). Peer has halted at the threshold of adult life. Here, he touches the doorstep, but at this point it is not in his power to transcend it (Haakonsen 1967 ).
There's a wall around her whom I stood so near
We have seen how the split parts of an object oppose each other in ways that are insoluble for Peer. The fact that the Green Woman demands her share destroys the idealization of Solveig, and thus also the basis for the exaltation Peer felt when Solveig came to his hut:
Der faldt Kongsgaarden min med There fell my fine palace, with Braak og Rammel! crash and clatter! Det slog Mur om hende, jeg var There's a wall around her whom saa naer; I stood so near her blev styggt med et, og min
Of a sudden all's ugly -my joy Glaede blev gammel. -has grown old Udenom, Gut! Der finds ikke Roundabout, lad! There is no way Vej to be found tvers igjennem dette till hende fra Right through all this, from dig. (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 2007 where you stand to her. (Ibsen [1867 (Ibsen [ ] 1907 The presence of the Green Woman makes Peer and Solveig's palace collapse. In the same way, the palace Peer shared with the Green Woman in the Dovre-king's hall collapsed when Peer invoked Solveig's presence. The simultaneous presence of the two women destroys the possibility to worship the one he is with. This applies to both. The Green Woman says, "But if you would see me as fair as before, you have only to turn yonder girl out of doors" (p. 104).
There is nothing left of what Solveig represented just a moment earlier. "Of a sudden all's ugly," and it is impossible to choose her. Everything collapses and "There's a wall around her whom I stood so near." She becomes completely unavailable, and this is due to the [ 155 ] activation in Peer's mind of everything Green Woman represents. Interpreted as an intrapsychic situation, where all elements set the stage simultaneously, it emphasizes the imprisonment of the paranoid schizoid position as a psychic reality. The knot cannot be untangled, neither can it be cut by a Kierkegaard-inspired choice. Hammer (2009) argues that Peer does not dare to choose love, neither in Kierkegaard's nor in Hegel's sense, and neither as choice nor as recognition. Groven Myhren adds a moral aspect. Peer fails because of neglect and lack of courage and will (Groven Myhren 1979, 75) . In our view, there is no option left for him; he has to "go roundabout."
We have analysed Peer's relationship to Solveig up to the point where he leaves her in the hut. However, elements from the paranoid schizoid position can be seen in Peer's behaviour all through the play, and we will briefly mention a few of them. One example is at mother Å se's deathbed, when Peer is confronted with her miserable situation, a direct result of his greedy desire. For a moment he feels guilt, but the feeling is immediately warded off by a manic denial of reality. And he is unable to comply with her request for gravity. He overhears her anxiety and escapes into a manic fantasy as she is dying.
In the fourth act, Peer experiments with different identities. Due to his lack of integration, he adapts roles in accidental ways, trying them out, sucking them empty and throwing them away as empty shells. This corresponds to what Klein calls "indiscriminate identifications" where greed is an important factor ([1957] 1997, 193) .
And in the fifth act, on his way home, Peer has no generosity towards the cook when he is told about his family life, and later, after the shipwreck, he actually drowns him, completely without remorse. This behaviour is based on envy, which together with greed is a central state in the paranoid-schizoid position (Klein [1957 .
Concluding Reflections
We have tried to uncover a structure of desire in Peer Gynt, which explains why he cannot choose and counteracts his emerging as a person. As a result he is halted at the threshold of adult life. His desire to relate and to love a woman is charged with contrary forces; in his fantasy he attacks the very person he loves and tries to attach to. And both his own self and his love object representations are split into incompatible and mutually exclusive parts. In his inner world, neither choice nor integration is within reach.
We opened this paper with Peer Gynt's werewolf fantasy and will close it the same way. We have demonstrated how this fantasy discloses an unconscious orally aggressive sexuality, attacking the most desired object and by that provoking his anxiety. This interpretation is in line with aspects of the werewolf phenomenon as it is discussed by Frost (2003) . He describes different variations of werewolf transformations to be found in fantastic literature. Among them is one he calls involuntary or "innocent" transformation. In this, the werewolf is associated with "dread and agony" after attacking the beloved one, exactly the way it takes place in Peer's case.
Furthermore, in the Middle Ages, transformation of shape was associated with witchcraft, and the Devil was the prime instigator (Frost 2003, 10) . These observations support the close connection we have demonstrated between the werewolf fantasy, the Green Woman (who is a witch) and the offspring of Peer (who is delivered by help of the Devil). Furthermore, Frost describes these dark attacking forces, associated with anxiety, as "psychologically arrested in the oral stage of sexuality" (2003, 150) .
We claim that Ibsen made a choice of not to unfold the logic of a constitutive choice in the spirit of Kierkegaard. This assertion is supported by a change Ibsen made very close to the final version. In the earlier version, Solveig's father impels Peer to choose in a way that echoes the character of Kierkegaard:
Nu staar Resten og vipper paa en Now the rest is hanging in a pointed eneste Brikkebalance Aldrig bydes dig at vaelge som nu. This is your moment for choosing. Fald eller Frelse; Lovsang eller Gru! Fall or salvation; hymn or horror! Lad Livsens Alvor slaa dig sønder og Let the gravity of life crush you to sammen, pieces, smelte dig, luttre dig till Due fra Melt you, purify you to dove from Ravn, raven, forbraende dig saa du stiger skjør af Burn you till you ascend brittle by Flammen! the flame! Vaelg, vaelg, vaelg i Vorherres Navn! Choose, choose, choose, in God's (Ibsen Arbeidsmanuskript fra 1867) name! (our translation) But Ibsen deleted these lines, and we do not find the words "choice" or "choose" in this meaning in the final version. Actually, we do not find the idea developed at all. One can argue, as Groven Myhren does, that in the last scene Peer chooses to go to Solveig. But in our opinion this is more "an offer he cannot refuse," as the alternative is death or annihilation.
That Ibsen treats authentic self-feeling as being a question of choice, has been challenged by Dvergsdal (2003) as well, even if she discusses Peer's problem of becoming a self from quite another angle. With reference to the Kierkegaard-inspired interpretations, she writes: " . . . these are thoughts that in my opinion are focused and viewed critically in the drama" (2003, 33) . That is exactly our opinion, and the many alternative interpretations underline Chamberlain's (1982) main point that Ibsen primarily leaves us an "open vision."
It is probable that Ibsen had Kierkegaard's perspective as a guiding star in composing Peer Gynt, at least initially. Our analysis, however, indicates that an alternative dynamics took its place as his conception of Peer's character developed. The destructive internal forces Peer is faced with form another kind of obstacle for him "to be himself " than a "constitutive choice." It may look like Ibsen, working on Peer Gynt, actually left Kierkegaard's existential programme and took a step towards a developmental psychology to be formed much later by Klein. There is a striking similarity between Ibsen's presentation of the conflicting relationship of Peer to Solveig in the first three acts, and Klein's model, especially the way she describes the dynamics in the paranoid-schizoid position, where splitting, projective identifi cation and orally aggressive greed are central elements.
Notes
1. The Danish wording is betragtet som et af kvindens intime klaedningsstykker, som symbol paa elskovsforhold. 2. Comment to the translation: The Norwegian "bytte og skifte dig" is rendered "take you by turns." This should correspond to the literal wording "swap and share."
